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PLAY BREAKDOWN

CHARACTERS

GRACE 18, best friends with LUCY, since they were in Kindergarten. Finds out her boyfriend is
also dating LUCY for her looks.

LUCY 18, best friends with GRACE. Learns her boyfriend is dating Grace for her money.

PRICE 19, a skunk. He is dating both GRACE ( because she’s rich) and LUCY (because she’s
hot).

MARK 19, friends with PRINCE

SETTING
Grace’s parents’ apartment in New York. The restaurant.

TIME
Daytime and later that evening.

THEMATIC MESSAGE: Never date someone because of what they have or how they look. And
No matter what, never choose a boy over your best friend that cares about your cause No matter
what they will not leave you but that boy will. When you get to know your friend is dating your
boyfriend gets more Information before you judge.
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SCENE 1
GRACE and LUCY talk about their plan for
college and their future. They are sitting on
their high school campus. Grace and Lucy
having a chat and just talking about what is
happening in their life.

GRACE
I will miss you bestie. I wish we would go to the same college, but your Career choice is
different.

LUCY
Yes me too bestie. I am going to miss you, but you know we gotta do what is best for us for our
future.

GRACE
yes I know, but is just I wish we would go to the same school

LUCY
yes but you know my parents don't have that amount of money, for that school you are going to
feed right, anyways like just leave it I am happy you can go to your dream college. and I am
happy about where I am going too.

GRACE
yes but just know we are besties. (BFF) and will always be besties no matter what okay.

LUCY
yes of course no matter how many Distances we will always be together.

GRACE
I met this hot boy and he is really cute like really really cute

LUCY
oh my God, and you just tell me, when you guys meet?

GRACE
well we have been seeing each other for like three weeks now

LUCY
I can’t believe you hide that from me

GRACE
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I am sorry BFF but he told me not to tell anyone yet

LUCY
I can't believe this. even your best friend?

GRACE
oop

LUCY
well I been hiding something from you, I think now is the best time to tell you

GRACE
oh my God, what is it, wait don´t tell me. I don’t want to hear it, you are not going to be my best
friend because of what I said. I am so sorry. oop why I didn’t tell her and she is not going to be
my friend.

LUCY
oh my God not again come down and stop all this drama. That is not what I was going to tell you

GRACE
oh, then what is it?

LUCY
I have a boyfriend and I have been hiding it from you cause I never want you to give me Any
advice

GRACE
oh my God are you for real ( smiling) This is great news I am so happy for you sweetie

LUCY
You are not mad I hid it from you?

GRACE
No, not at all. well like just say I was mad first but this is great news
(Laughing and hugging Lucy)
So tell me what is his name?

LUCY



oh his name is prince and he is really hot
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GRACE
oh, my boyfriend’s name is prince too. What is his last name?

LUCY
oh really his last name is Liam

GRACE
oh my God that my boyfriend full name

LUCY
wait for what!! Do you have pictures of him?

GRACE
yes here, look this him

LUCY
oh my God . that him I am talking about that my boyfriend

GRACE
No, that my boyfriend. I can't believe we dating the same boy

( both Scream )

LUCY
Damn!! so what are we going to do to that bastard. he thinks that he can just play us and go free

GRACE
we are going to make him pay for what he did to us!
(Both came up with a plan of tricking him)

GRACE
call prince for both of them to meet up

( prince answer the phone)
PRINCE
hey bae What's up

GRACE



bae can we meet today? I want to tell you something?

PRINCE
Yes, should that be where you want us to meet?
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GRACE
at Blue Sea Restaurant.

PRINCE
oh, that cool I will be there. love you bye

LUCY
I’m calling Prince too.

PRINCE
(answers)
hey mi sugar

LUCY
bae can we meet today

PRIN CE
yes, sugar at what time?

LUCY
at 7: pm at blue sea restaurant

PRICE
oh sound cool I will be there I love you sugar take care bye

GRACE AND LUCY
That bastard!

SCENE 2
LUCY and GRACE when to the same restaurants to meet up with PRICE.

PRINCE
I have to meet two people in the same place. What should I do? Anyways I can go with one of
my friends.



(PRINCE calls his friend MARK. He answers the phone)

MARK
hey bro wassup
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PRINCE
the answer is I have to meet my two girlfriends at a blue sea restaurant. both call me and want to
meet at the same time. I am confused and don't know what to do

MARK
well man that the problem when you want to be a playboy (lol lol)

PRINCE
I'm serious man, I need your help

Mark
Do you want me to meet up with one of them for you lol? I want to meet with the one you like
most.

Prince
man stop play I like both of them the same. You know a playboy never likes one more than the
other.

Mark
Oh wow so you a playboy then you asking for help, playboy don’t ask for help about girls lol

Prince
the man shut up! and help me or stop talking

Mark
Ok whatever, I got you anyways

Mark -
well tell one of them you can’t meet with them and you have something that just came up that
you need to fix.

PRINCE
That's a really good idea. Thanks, man I appreciate it later



MARK
what are we friends for that's what brothers do right take care bro
PRINCE calls GRACE. GRACE answers.

PRINCE
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Hey, bae, I'm so sorry but I will not be able to meet up with you today something just came up
please I'm sorry. bae, you know you the most beautiful girl I ever see right. You know how much
I love you. And I put you first over anything but this an emergency baby.

GRACE
oh But I was looking forward to meeting with you today but anyway if it's an emergency you can
go can hang out next time okay

PRINCE
Thank you bae I love you.

GRACE
I love you too bae

(both hang up the phone. Grace calls Lucy to tell her what the prince said.)

LUCY
hey girl wassup

GRACE
He said he will not be meeting with me. But this is how we will do it if you meet with him. I will
join you later.

LUCY
that a get plan. Then You will walk in while both of us are talking and then that's the place we are
going to catch him. Pretty good plan. I'm getting ready now to take BFF

GRACE
good see you there.

SCENE 3
PRINCE reach at Blue Sea Restaurant to meet with LUCY.



PRINCE
hey bae sorry I keep u waiting

LUCY
's okay bae, but you keep me waiting! if you love me you will not keep me waiting for you for
that long.
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PRINCE
Bea doesn’t talk like that, you know I love you very much and I can do anything for you. baby,
you wanted to tell me something important? What is it?

LUCY
Ok, I hear it but you can’t show that you love me that why, and bae You just got here. and I was
just missing you I wanted to see you is not that Serious so calm down kk

PRINCE
oh baby I thought something happened. So how have you been?

LUCY
Well, I am good just a lot of school work and other things.

PRINCE
looks you are going to be fine okay. there is nothing you can´t handle. You are a strong person.
And I trust you about that kk

(both smile at each other and Convenience talking)

(Grace walk into the Restaurant)

LUCY
hey girl meet my boyfriend

GRACE
wait for prince!?

Lucy, wait you know him?



GRACE
years that my boyfriend

LUCY
Prince, you want to tell me what is going on with her? Do you know her?

(Prince was not able to say anything that the moment)
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GRACE
You bastard so you're cheating on me with my best friend are you nuts so you wanted to use both
of us you play me my best friend you didn't know we best friends I'm showing you knew.

LUCY
so what you knew we are best friend both you still date me

PRINCE
yes I knew

GRACE
oh my God, I can believe this so why did you do it, prince! Anyway, now you are the loser
because my best friend already knew you were cheating. We already knew you were dating both
of us and that's why we planned this date.

LUCY
yes and we don't need you lying cheating ass anymore

GRACE
all the money I can give you . not knowing you were just using me!

(prince was embarrassed and he just gets up and walks out)

LUCY
we did it, girl. we don't need any boy as long we have each other

GRACE
Yes, girl! ‘Cause boys only come for two things: either your body or your money,



Lucy, and next time we will be smarter.

BOTH
Nothing will come between both of us, not even boys! Let's have fun tonight cause We catch the
cheating bastard. Let's celebrate Best Friends.

The End.
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